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There are many streams and waterways in Ontario which have the potential of being found “navigable”. The difficulty for both lawyers and land surveyors is in the making of a correct determination when the potential owner, Crown Ontario, does not have a ready answer or a catalogue of what it considers to be Crown land as a result of the Beds of Navigable Waters Act. The question of navigability and best practices in making such a determination is addressed. Arriving at a determination is not always an easy process and there are many factors to consider – including cost. This article will not only review the general criteria, but also turn to a number of practical examples which illustrate approaches that may be helpful to surveyors. At a basic level, this is not only a boundary issue, but also directly impacts title. It also has implications for ownership of two parcels of land rather than just one.

Introduction

It is the land surveyor who is said to have the responsibility of determining the boundaries of the parcel. The simplicity of this statement suggests that the title need be of no concern. However, if the boundaries are to be properly retraced and shown, there must be an implicit statement made about the land within the parcel. But what if it belongs to the Crown?

Every boundary retracement is a puzzle; some seem like a 10-piece puzzle while others seem more like a 10,000-piece puzzle. The size of the puzzle depends on many factors, and surveyors could easily share many anecdotal situations of complex boundary retracements. This paper is intended to explore one such issue which surveyors must occasionally address: a boundary along a waterway which may be navigable or, if a property is traversed by a waterway, what happens if that waterway is navigable.

The law of ownership of the bed and the impact of navigability is somewhat strange in that, in an historical context, it was not until 1911 that legislation was passed (Beds of Navigable Waters Act) that made it clear that the bed of navigable waterways were not transferred from the Crown when the original Crown Patents were issued many (sometimes +100) years earlier. If a river is navigable, the Crown still owns its bed.

Most of the original Crown Patents did not address whether or not the navigable waterway was included with the lands being transferred to the first owner. They did not state with such clarity as, “Lot 1, Concession 3 of 100 acres (which does not include the navigable creek within this Lot)”. Ideally, the title record should have included a more precise description such as “the portion of Lot 1, Concession 3 north of the navigable river”, with the other parcel described, as “the portion of Lot 1, Concession 3 south of the navigable river, and the navigable river is not included in this land”. (Please note that the river is not part of Lot 1, Concession 3,